P.O. Box 9773, Washington, DC 20016

October 1, 2019
Dr. Mindy Brashears
Deputy Under Secretary for Food Safety
United States Department of Agriculture
Rm. 210-W, Jamie L. Whitten Building
12th Street and Jefferson Drive SW
Washington, DC 20250
Dear Dr. Brashears,
On behalf of Compassion Over Killing (“COK”), I am writing to follow up on COK’s
request from December 2018 that the Food Safety and Inspection Service revoke the
slaughter line speed waiver for Amick Farms (P-7927) (“Amick”).
Amick is one of the twenty young poultry slaughter plants that were part of the original
pilot program allowing for reduced inspection and increased line speeds, the HAACPbased Inspection Models Project (“HIMP”).1 In September 2018, after the transition to
the New Poultry Inspection System (“NPIS”), the agency announced that Amick and the
other nineteen former chicken HIMP plants would be required to meet new criteria in
order to continue running their slaughter lines at an increased speed of 175 birds per
minute (“bpm”).2 One such criterion is compliance with good commercial practices
(“GCPs”). If Amick or any other poultry plant “is unable to meet any of the criteria
within 120 days,” then “FSIS may revoke its line speed waiver.”3
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Amick has a long and continuous history of violating GCPs, as the agency’s own records
and a recent investigation by COK both show. In 2018, a COK investigator was
employed at Amick and documented the plant’s consistent failure to slaughter poultry
“humanely” and “in accordance with good commercial practices.”4 (COK notified the
agency and provided documentary evidence of its investigation on October 24, 2018.5)
Specifically, COK’s investigation showed birds being punched, shoved, and thrown on
the slaughter line, as well as slowly drowning in electrified stunning baths during
equipment break-downs.6 COK also obtained evidence that birds were scalded alive in
vats of hot water.7 Following COK’s investigation, Amick’s president acknowledged that
these actions were “clear violations of [its] animal welfare policies.”8
COK’s investigation was far from the first time that Amick had failed to follow GCPs. In
May 2018, a federal inspector issued a noncompliance report to Amick after seeing
employees picking up birds by wings and tossing them in the air.9 In addition, on at least
two other occasions in recent years, Amick received Memoranda of Interviews for
“humane handling noncompliance and violation of NCC guidelines.”10 Yet despite those
repeated warnings by the agency, Amick still has failed to correct its violations of GCPs.
In analogous circumstances, the agency recently revoked the line speed waiver of
Claxton Poultry Farms (“Claxton”)—another one of the original 20 HIMP plants—after
Claxton failed to meet the agency’s salmonella performance standards.11 Claxton
apparently asked to reduce its line speeds temporarily to “minimize potential animal
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welfare issues.”12 Like Claxton, Amick has a history of noncompliance and “animal
welfare issues,” which show that the plant cannot meet the agency’s new criteria for a
line speed waiver. In addition, Amick has shown an inability to demonstrate consistent
process control—a requirement for participation in NPIS13— due to its frequent line
breakdowns and hanging of dead birds for processing.14
In short, Amick grossly falls short of adhering to GCPs, and I reiterate COK’s request
that the agency revoke Amick’s line speed waiver. I have reattached to this letter COK’s
December 2018 memorandum to the agency, which outlined the findings from COK’s
investigation and enclosed some of Amick’s previous citations for loss of process control
and failure to follow GCPs.
Please notify me at your earliest convenience whether the agency intends to revoke the
line speed waiver as COK has requested. I look forward to hearing from you.
Best regards,

Will Lowrey
Counsel
Compassion Over Killing
Enclosures
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